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Abstract 
Autonomous target capturing of space robot is a key technology for on orbit servicing. After capturing, the mass 
properties and the total momentum of the coupled system will change large. This will result in the system unstable if 
no effective measures are used. In this paper, an optimal trajectory planning method is proposed to stabilize the 
coupled system and minimize the attitude deflection of the base. Firstly, the system kinematics equation is formed of 
joint and flywheel variables, which are parameterized by polynomial functions. Then, the trajectory planning is 
transformed to a non-linear optimization problem. Finally, we solve the parameters using the particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) algorithm, and the motion trajectories are determined. Simulation results show that this method is 
effective. 
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1. Introduction 
In the last decades, there has been a growing interest in researching on space robotic technologies, 
which have been paid much more attention by many countries in recent years and becoming one of the 
most significant problems in the field of On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) [1]. but, the studies on space robotic 
are more concentrated in space robotic modeling and control [2], target pre-capture trajectory planning [3], 
contact-impact. Nenchev and Yoshida proposed effective control strategies to minimize the impulse of 
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impact [4]. Wee and Walker has studied the configuration of space robot before contact to minimize the 
impulse of impact [5]. About stability control, Yoshida and Sashida et al proposed the impedance control 
algorithm [6]. However, these methods are mostly based on the state estimated before the target is 
captured, and don’t consider the stability problem of the coupled system after the target captured. 
Moreover, they don’t propose effective solutions for engineering implementation. 
In this paper an optimal trajectory planning methods is proposed. Firstly, the system stability is formed 
of joint and flywheel variables, which are parameterized by polynomial functions. Then, the trajectory 
planning is transformed to an optimization problem. Finally, we solve the parameters using the particle 
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. This method aims to berth the target, and ensuring the stability of 
the base at the same time. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 derives the motion equations of space robotic system. 
Then, trajectory planning problem is discussed in Section3. In Section4, the PSO algorithm is used to 
solve the planning problem. And the simulation results are shown in Section5. Section6 is the conclusion 
and discussion of the work. 
2. Modeling of space robotic system 
Major research achievements on space robot were collected by Xu and Kanade [7]. Fig. 1 shows a 
general model of a single arm space robot system, which is regarded as a n+1 serial links system 
connected with n active joints. B0 denotes the satellite main body, Bi (i =1, 2…n) denotes the nth link of 
the manipulator, and is the joint which connects Bi-1and Bi. Ci is the position of the CM (center of mass) of 
Bi; ai bi∈R3denotes the position vectors from Ji to Ci and Ci to Ji+1 respectively; ∑I, ∑E denotes the 
inertia frame and the end-effector frame respectively; Others position vectors as showed in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The general model of serial space robotic system 
The differential kinematics equation of a space robot can be determined according to the position and 
the orientation of the end-effector getting from Fig. 1. 
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Where, bJ and mJ are the Jacobian matrices dependent on the base and the manipulator, respectively. 
Since no external forces and torques act on the free-floating system, the linear and angular momentums 
are conserved. With the assumption that their initial values are zeros, the conservation equations are 
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The matrices bH and bmH are the inertia matrix of the base and coupling inertia matrix, respectively. 
bH is proved to be always non-singular From Eq.(2), 0v and 0ω are solved as 
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Where，matrix bmJ is base manipulator Jacobian; bm_vJ  and bm_ωJ are its sub-matrices. 
3. Optimal trajectory planning for stabilization of the coupled system 
3.1. The Coupled System 
The space robot captures the target spacecraft using the end-effector, and then locks the target 
spacecraft. After locked, the target and the end-effector are fixed together, and a coupled system 
including the space robotic and the target is formed. Suppose the original manipulator is formed by n  
joints, then the new n th link of the coupled system contains the original n th joints 0nB and the target tB , 
whose parameters can be calculated as: 
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3.2. Optimal trajectory planning 
Define cI is the inertia of flywheel and cω  is the angular rate of flywheel; then the angular momentum 
of flywheel can be expressed as follows: 
 ( )c c 0 c= +L I ω ω  (5) 
the angular momentum of the whole system is given by 
 
( )all c c 0 c c
m t b c
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= + + +
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L L L L
L L L
 (6) 
where bL , mtL and cL are angular momentum of the base, manipulator and flywheel, respectively. Aim 
to stabilize the coupled system, bL and mtL should be zero finally, in other words, cL should equal 
allL finally. Defined cω  is the finally angular rate of flywheel, then all c/cω = L I  
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3.3. Parameterization of variables 
The joint variables are parameterized by m -order polynomial function and flywheel variable is by k -
order polynomial function, i.e. 
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The corresponding angular rates and angular accelerations are 
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The joint positions, velocities, and accelerations, are expected to be continuous functions of time. So 
the initial and final values are required to be 
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4. Solution to the planning problem based on PSO 
4.1. Review of PSO 
PSO was originally developed by Kennedy and Eberhart to efficiently find optimal or near-optimal 
solutions in large search spaces. PSO, whose concept is simple and easy to achieve, is an efficient search 
algorithm, given more and more attention in recent years. 
PSO algorithm is initialized to be a group of random particles, and then search for the optimal solution 
by iteration. In each step, the particles update their own positions and velocities through individual 
optimal solution and the global optimal solution: 
 1 1 2 2i i i i i
i i i
= +c f (p - )+c f (g - )
= +
ω⎧⎨⎩
v v x x
x x v
 (10) 
where ix and iv is the position and velocity of i th particle; 1c and 2c are two positive constants, called the 
cognitive and social parameter respectively; ip and g are the individual and global optimal solutions; 
1f and 2f are two random functions in the range [0, 1]. The inertia weight ω plays the role of balancing 
the global search and local search. It can be a positive constant or even a positive linear or nonlinear 
function of time. 
4.2. Definition of cost functions 
From Eq.(5), (6) and (7), we can get the angular rate of base is the function of Θ ,Θ& , cθ and cθ&  
 ( )0 all mt c / ω= − −ω L L L I  (11) 
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Define 0q , fq is the initial and final values of base position, and qΔ  is the deflection, then 
 f 0 0
0 f
q q t
q q
ω= + Δ⎧⎨ =⎩
 (12) 
Where tΔ is the simulate step. The deflection of the base attitude is 0fq q qΔ = − The goal of the 
optimal trajectory planning is to minimize deflection of the base attitude during the stability control, so 
qΔ is the cost functions. 
4.3. Solution based on PSO 
From Eq.(8) we can see, there are ( ) ( )1 1m k+ + +  parameters to be solved, and there only 11 
constraint equations get from Eq.(10), so there are ( ) ( )1 6 1 5m k+ − + + −  parameters needing to be 
solved by PSO algorithm. Suppose the manipulator is n -DoF, then the i th particle is defined as 
 ( )16 17 1 26 27 2 6 7, ,..., , , ,..., ,... , ,...,i i i i i i i i i ii m m n n nmx a a a a a a a a a a= =  (13) 
The optimization procedure is defined in Ref. [8]. 
5. Simulation study 
In this section a 2-DoF planar space robot as Fig. 3 is used to validate the optimal planning method. 
The process of target capture as Fig.2, and the parameters of the robot, target and flywheel are as table 1. 
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Fig.2. The general model of 2DoF planar robotic system 
Table 1. The parameter of space robot 
Rigid body NO 0 1 2 Flywheel Target 
ia  [ m ] 0.5 0.5 0.25  0.5 
ib  [ m ] 0.5 0.5 0.25  0.5 
im  [ kg ] 1000 40 20 7.3 100 
iI  [
2kgm ] 166.675 4.8 0.6 0.0382 16.6675 
Suppose the initialization rate of the target is t 1 /s 0.0175 rad/s=− ° =−ω , initialization parameters 
as table 2 and final joint variables are 1f 2f52.9184 , 80.1339
o oθ θ=− =− . Firstly, we can solve the 
parameters base on PSO; the result is as table 3( 6, 5m k= = ). 
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Table 2. The initialization parameter of simulation 
Variable NO 0 1 2 Flywheel Target 
iq  [ rad ] 1.7453 -0.5236 -0.5236 × × 
iq&  [ rad/s ] 0 0 -0.0175 0 -0.0175 
iq&&  [ 2rad/s ] 0 0 0 0 0 
Table 3. The initialization parameter of simulation 
Variable 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1ia /[ m ] -0.5236 0 0 2.2×106 -6.614×104 6.614×102 -2.204 
2ia /[ m ] -0.5236 -0.0175 0 1.8×105 -5.4×103 54 -0.18 
cia /[ m ] 0 0 0 -2.085×104 3.127×102 -1.25 0 
Based on the parameters solved by PSO, the result of management of the angular momentum is shown 
in Fig. 3, and the deflection of the base attitude and joints variable are shown in Fig. 4. From Fig.3, we 
can see that, the rates of base, joint1 and joint2 approach to zero finally, which is an important sign of 
system stability; the deflection of the base attitude is very small during the stability control as shown in 
Fig. 4; which meets the design requirements. the above analysis shows than the method proposed is 
effective. 
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Fig. 3. Management of the angular momentum 
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Fig. 4. Deflection of the base attitude and joints variable 
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6. Conclusion and discussion 
Base on the unstable of the coupled system due to the change of the mass properties, an optimal 
trajectory planning method is proposed to berth the target and minimize the deflection of base attitude at 
the same time using manipulator and flywheel motion. The key of the algorithm is to transform the 
planning problem into optimization problem, and use a real flywheel as the momentum exchanging 
equipment is realizable in engineering practice. Simulation results show that this method is feasible. 
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